
Yellowstone / Tetons
T-Tours

June 2012

Agenda
Equipment

•Camera

•Lens

•Film/Flash Cards

•Filters

•Tripod

Clothing

Exposure & Histograms

•Depth of Field/Shutter Speed

•Camera Meter

•Histogram/Bracketing

Composition

•Center of Interest

•Rule of Thirds

•Telling a Story

•Impact

Slide Show



6/9/2012 Sat SR 5:42 pickup clients

day drive to West Yellowstone

SS 9:06 Madison & Firehole River area

Hotel Super 8. 1545 Tarqhee Pass Hwy, West Yellowstone

(406) 646-9584

6/10/2012 Sun SR 5:42 West Thumb Basin

day Hayden Valley

SS 9:07 Norris Geyser Basin

Hotel Super 8. 1545 Tarqhee Pass Hwy, West Yellowstone

6/11/2012 Mon SR 5:42 Mammoth Springs

day Artist Point (get time)

SS 9:07

Hotel Super 8. 1545 Tarqhee Pass Hwy, West Yellowstone

6/12/2012 Tue SR 5:42 Old Faithful Geyser

day drive to Tetons

SS 9:07 Oxbow Bend, String Lake & Teton Pk Rd flowers

Hotel Fireside Resort, 2780 Moose Wilson Rd, Wilson

307-732-6000

6/13/2012 Wed SR 5:42 Pilgrim Creek Rd. Flowers

day Oxbow, String Lake & Teton Pk Rd. Flowers

SS 9:07 Schwabacher Landing and Star Trails

Hotel Fireside Resort, 2780 Moose Wilson Rd, Wilson

6/14/2012 Thur SR 5:42 Mormon Barns, Antelope Flats

day Bison - Antelope Flats / Pronghorn - Teton Rd

SS 9:06 Fences then Snake River Overlook

Hotel Fireside Resort, 2780 Moose Wilson Rd, Wilson

6/15/2012 Fri SR 5:42 Schwabacher Landing

day Grassy Lake Road, Blacktail Ponds Moose

SS 9:07



EQUIPMENT



Nikon 

D2x

D700

17-55 F2.8

18-200 F3.5-5.6

24-85 F3.5-4

70-200 F2.8

200-400 F4

200 F4 Micro

1.4 extender

SB 800 & 600

Gitzo

G1325

GT3540LS

Ball Heads

RRS BH55

Wimberley







Nikon D2x (D70 

spare)

Cable release

Extra flash cards

Bubble level

L bracket

Micro lens cleaner







Don’t forget all the power cords and battery chargers!

Digital Photography requires data storage



Filters

Polarizer                   Graduated Neutral Density

In the digital world, I no longer carry warming or enhancer filters



Filters
Polarizer Filters (one for each lens), eliminates glare and reflections – will pop the 
colors of the subject.   You will lose about 1-2 stops of light.

Warming Filter (81A or 81B), good for shaded locations to remove blue tint  

Enhancer Filter, pops the colors, in particular red (great out west in red rock 
country).  Always take a shot with and without filter. 

Neutral Density Filter (2 Stop & 3 Stop versions), used when the brightest to 
darkest parts of a picture are greater than 3 F-stops   

How to use the Polarizer filter:  The basics of this filter is that you get the maximum 
polarization by being 90 degrees from the sun shooting towards your subject.  
When looking for subjects to shoot, I make a concerted effort to be 90 degrees from 
the sun.  When using Velvia out West, you will have to back off from maximum 
polarization otherwise the sky will be a very dark blue (same with digital).

SUN Light Direction Subject        

Camera aiming at subject



Why Neutral Density Filters?















Polarizer Filter in action



CLOTHING



Wear Layers

Gore-Tex

Be Prepared!



EXPOSURE



Shutter Speeds

1/1000  1/500  1/250  1/125  1/60  1/30   1/15    1/8    ¼    ½   1”     2”     4”     8”     15”     30”  

Freeze Action                                                     <-Silky Water->               Low Light

Lots of sunlight                                                                                           F11-F22

Wide Open Apertures                                                                                 Slow Film (ISO 50) 

Fast Film (ISO 400+) Narrow Apertures 

F Stops

F1.4       2.8       4       5.6       8       11       16       22       32

Portraits                                        Landscapes     

Shallow DOF                                Great DOF     

Background blurred                      Everything sharp

ISO

(film/digital speed – generally in 1/3 to ½ stops)

50     100     200     400     800     1600     3200

3 Way Tug of War



F22

Great DOF



F22

.7 sec

ISO 400

Great DOF



Flat subject

F stop

Shutter



Quick Introduction

To

Histograms



Tonality

+2 ½ stops: textureless white  Broad expanse of snow (overcast) 

+2 stops: extremely light  Textured snow, sand dune 

+1 ½ stops: light light   Birch bark 

+1 stop: light    Khaki shirt 

+ ½ stop: dark light   Caucasian skin in sun 

Metered value: medium tone  Most grass, green leaves 

-½ stop: light dark   Caucasian skin in shadow 

-1 stop: dark    Animals with dark hide 

-1 ½ stops: dark dark   Dark Shadows with texture (pine tree bark) 

-2 stops: extremely dark  Fur on a black cat 

-2 ½ stops: detailless black  Night sky   

Sunny 16 Rule Daylight exposure = 1/ISO of a second at F16  

Camera meter wants to make everything 18% gray

•Snow or Beach Scenes - Compensate by +1 to +2 F-Stops  

•Dark subjects like a black cat - Compensate by -1 to -2 F-Stops



Dynamic Range of Light Values



So What is a Histogram?

• A digital camera histogram is a graphical 
representation of the brightness levels  (from 
pure black to pure white), in an scene and the 
relative count of pixels within each brightness 
level.

• Do not trust your camera monitor to judge light 
and color!  The monitor is not calibrated!



Digital Histogram on a D2x

Digital Camera monitors are 

not calibrated!  Thus you 

cannot judge exposure or   

image colors by it!

Use your histogram to 

determine image exposure!  

If you do, you will not have 

to look at the image using 

the camera  monitor at all!

Finally, your monitor will be 

difficult to see in daylight –

the histogram will in fact be 

easier to see.



Highlights

238 R

232 G

220 B

Mid-tone

118 R

124 G

136 B

Shadow

24 R

23 G

18 B

Histogram to Image

Pixel count high 
for sky

115 R 151 G 
185 B



Interpreting your Histogram

There really isn't just one proper histogram for any given image. You can shift the tonal range 
(the histogram) around to lighten, darken or adjust the contrast in an image. To take advantage 
of the information supplied by an image's histogram you have to be able to visually interpret the 
image content, taking into consideration the location and approximate percentage of highlight, 
shadow and midtone pixels in the image itself. Because of the snow, you would expect this 

image to have a majority of its pixels to the right side.

(High Key sample)



Interpreting your Histogram

There really isn't just one proper histogram for any given image. You can shift the tonal range 
(the histogram) around to lighten, darken or adjust the contrast in an image. To take advantage 
of the information supplied by an image's histogram you have to be able to visually interpret the 
image content, taking into consideration the location and approximate percentage of highlight, 
shadow and midtone pixels in the image itself. Because of the snow, you would expect this 

image to have a majority of its pixels to the right side.

(High Key sample)



(Low Key Sample)

ISO 800

F16

.2s (1/5)

A Mode

ISO 800

F16

.2s (1/5)

+.5 comp

A Mode

Note:

Highlights

clipped,

No 

software 

can 

recover 

details 

from 

clipped 

shadows 

or 

highlights

ISO 200

F16

.8s

A Mode

ISO 200

F8

.2s

A Mode

A majority of the pixels are to the left of the center of the graph.

Interpreting your Histogram



Blown Shadows & Highlights

Exposed for mountain

Blown Shadows

Black Pixel count

Exposed for foreground

Blown Highlights

White Pixel count

Merged in Photoshop

Added Saturation, curves

Contrast, Adj Levels



Bracketing

(can be used both in film & digital)

With digital – more important to read the histogram on the camera



COMPOSITION



Rule of Thirds

Center of Interest

Telling a Story

Leading Lines

Impact



Compositional Do’s

• Please yourself first, not someone else. 

• Wander around to find the best subject. 

• Handhold your camera to find the best composition, then setup 

your tripod. 

• Preview the depth of field. 

• Check for background distractions. 

• Check the edges of the frame for distracting objects or hotspots. 

• Check for merging tonalities. 

• Control or enhance the light if needed (flash or reflectors). 

• Check camera histogram for “blinkies” (hot or dark)

• Be deliberate about camera placement and lens selection. 

• Position your camera as the subject matter dictates (leading lines, 

rule of thirds, etc.). 

• Simplify, Simplify, Simplify.

Most of the above items taken from John Shaw’s Nature Photography Field Guide.



Compositional Don’ts

• Do not photograph the first subject you find; look for the best subject.

• Do not mount your camera on your tripod before you’ve found a good 

composition. 

• Do not extend you tripod legs before you’ve found your subject and 

composition. 

• Do not photography contrasty subjects in bright sunlight. 

• Do not bull’s-eye your subject in the frame. 

• Do not tilt horizons or place them in the middle of the frame. 

• Do not try to capture everything with one picture. 

• Do not photograph low objects from a high perspective. 

• Do not let objects barely touch the edge of the frame. 

• Do not pick a flower (or harass an animal) to move it to a better spot.

Above taken from John Shaw’s Nature Photography Field Guide.



T-Tours Addendum

• If the light is good – keep shooting (you can eat/sleep back in NJ). 

• Know your equipment and camera controls without having to look. 

• Clean equipment, lenses, and install fresh batteries before trip begins. 

• Read and bring your camera manual.  Then read it again!

• Get up early and be at the sunrise location 45-60 minutes before sunrise. 

• After framing a shot – run your eye along all four edges & corners – make 

sure nothing is intruding in the shot that is not needed. 

• Look for interesting foregrounds & middle ground for your main subject. 

• Remember the rule of thirds 

• Start wide, then keep getting in tighter and tighter.

• Try scouting sunrise/sunset locations during mid-afternoon. 

• Walk around – visualize the shot in your mind.  Afternoon for distant drives 

• When in doubt about exposure – bracket (film/digital is cheap vs trip cost!)

• If your shooting digital – use your histogram!

• Be cognizant about having to use your ND filter. 

• If you compensate – remember to reset to zero! 

• Take notes of locations and make map notations. 



Run your eyes along the edges

Shift position





SLIDE SHOW
(A quick tour of The Tetons & Yellowstone)



















You sleep in – You lose!























































SUMMARY
Know your camera

1. Make sure you can bring up the histogram. I’ll check your camera in the field and will ask you 
to bring up the histogram.

2. Put camera into manual mode (important when using ND filters), or Aperture Mode (A)
3. Change your ISO and White Balance (most likely if you’re shooting RAW, just use Auto WB, 

and set ISO to lowest value available)
4. Change the focusing point in the viewfinder (generally using the thumb wheel in the back of 

the camera – On Nikons there are 11, 21 & 51 points to choose from)
5. Put your camera into single focus mode (shutter won’t trigger unless image is in focus – On 

Nikon it’s the Single Server lever (front of the camera), and Single Area Focus (lever in back 
of camera).

6. Please make sure you can do (1, 2 and 4 are the most important)
7. Remember to set the clock on your camera to PST

Use your histogram

Use a graduated neutral density filter where necessary

Composition:

•Rule of Thirds

•Leading Lines

•Impact

•Tell a Story 



The End



Q&A


